
is stamping its influence on the region under the guise of the
Interview: Dr. Toby Dodgeinternational fight against terrorism, analysts said.

In mid-June, a week before Vajpayee left for Beijing,
Russian Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov was in Delhi on his
way to Phnom Penh. Reports indicate that the triangular inter-
action was at the core of his agenda, during his talks in Delhi. TheVolatile Realities

Close views shared by Russia, India, and China on inter-
national issues provide a basis for continuing trilateral dia- Of Post-War Iraq
logue among them and for upgrading its level, Russia’s Dep-
uty Foreign Minister Alexander Losyukov said, ahead of byMark Burdman
Ivanov’s trip to South Asia.

Subsequently, on June 22, the very day that the Indian
EIR had the opportunity to interview Dr.Prime Minister arrived in Beijing, China’s Prime Minister

Wen Jiabao invited India to join China and Russia in holding Toby Dodge, Research Fellow at the
Centre for the Study of Globalizationregular trilateral talks on issues of great importance, such

as Iraq. and Regionalization, at the University
of Warwick. Dodge is one of Britain’s
leading experts on Iraq. In the periodImportant Bilateral Agreements

On June 22, India and China signed their first-ever joint leading up to the Iraq War, he made a
number of trenchant critiques of the po-declaration, setting out “goals and guiding principles” to pro-

mote their bilateral talks, with the leaders of China proposing litical and diplomatic behavior of the
American and British governments re-a “phasing out” of Sino-Indian differences on their nearly 40-

year-old border dispute. The subject was endorsed during the specting the Iraq crisis. Indeed, if the
American government had paid more attention to the warn-Vajpayee-Wen meeting later.

A Memorandum of Understanding expanding bilateral ings from experts like Dr. Dodge, about the realities prevail-
ing in Iraq, U.S. forces might not have ended up in the hotborder trade was also signed by Indian External Affairs Minis-

ter Yashwant Sinha and Chinese Commerce Minister Lu Fu- water (and very hot weather) they are in right now.
From May 17-26, Dodge was in Baghdad. The picture heyan, in the presence of the two prime ministers.

On June 24, India and China decided to further step up presented to EIR was sobering, to put it mildly.
bilateral trade and increase cooperation to safeguard the inter-
ests of developing nations at the World Trade Organization ‘The Violence Is Very, Very Bad’

Dodge stressed that at this moment in Iraq, respecting the(WTO). These decisions were taken during a meeting in
Beijing between Minister of Commerce Arun Jaitley and his country’s population, there is “one point of optimism, but it

is the only one.” This is the reality that “ regime change hasChinese counterpart, Lu Fuyan, official sources said.
The two sides also decided to hold the next round of the happened,” and the removal of the Saddam Hussein regime

has taken the lid off political discussion and debate, whichJoint Economic Group meeting sometime in November-De-
cember this year. had been forbidden. As a result, there is “massive political

ferment, everyone is discussing and debating, asking whatChina is a new entrant to the WTO and, like India, is
concerned about some of the measures the WTO has imposed happened all these years, what is happening now.”

But beyond this “one point of optimism,” the nightmareon the developing nations. Following his meeting with Lu
Fuyan, Jaitley pointed out to the Press Trust of India that begins. Dodge stayed with an upper-middle-class Iraqi fam-

ily, “what might be called the other side of the fence.” ForIndia and China have many commonalities and their coopera-
tion is vital to safeguard the interests of the developing this layer of the Iraqi population, the main concern is “ the

lack of law and order.” So concerned was the family, thatcountries. His discussion with Lu had centered on Trade
Related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPs), in the area of his hosts forbade Dodge to leave the house after 4:00 in the

afternoon. By 7:00 p.m., all the streets of their Baghdad neigh-public health care, as well as agricultural negotiations and
investment-related issues. Jaitley, a lawyer who is consid- borhood were deserted.

What such relatively well-off Baghdad residents fear, isered an expert on WTO issues, said, “We have decided to
explore how to cooperate with China at the WTO,” adding something faced by the entire population: the rampant vio-

lence. “The situation is extremely bad, and media reportingthat the two countries have agreed to inform their ambassa-
dors to the WTO in Geneva, so that they could have consulta- of it is only sporadic. . . . The violence is very, very bad,”

Dodge insisted. According to his report, this violence takestions and adopt a common stand on major issues affecting
the developing nations, ahead of a major WTO session in three forms.

One, is “major criminality and banditry,” reaching theSeptember in Cancún, Mexico.
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point of “organized, industrial-scale looting.” He reported way this is being done, is breeding resentment in the
broader population.that in 1993-94, there had been a serious emergence of organ-

ized crime in Iraq, but this had been suppressed in the 1997- “The bigger problem, is that the more sustainable opposi-
tion is the nationalist opposition, and my sense is that the98 period. Now, it is back, with a vengeance.

A second form is “minor criminality,” such as car-jacking, United States doesn’ t have the intelligence on the ground, to
know what is going on, and to stop the violence. This is,looting of private houses, and the like. One disturbing, and

growing, form of criminality, “ the most sensational,” is the potentially, a huge problem.”
Asked how he expected this situation to unfold in thekidnapping of young girls, who are sold into prostitution. This

is all the worse, as Iraq is an overwhelmingly Islamic country, weeks and months to come, Dodge replied: “We are now
entering Summer, July-August. This will be the most difficultso this carries an added stigma of opprobrium and shame.

The third variant is “counter-American violence.” Here time. The feeling is growing among many Iraqis, that the
Americans are not strong enough to dominate the country,again, Dodge noted, there are three forms. One kind is what

can be described as “opportunistic thuggery,” whereby at- and that the American presence is temporary, and that the
Americans can be chased out. The violence will increase,tacks are carried out against American soldiers, vehicles, and/

or installations, with “no apparent motive.” A second element directed at the United States. More U.S. troops, sadly, will be
killed. This will have domestic repercussions; we already seecomprises attacks by remnants of the old regime, and/or Sad-

dam loyalists who are members of, or linked to Saddam’s that happening in the United States. How will the Americans
be able to sustain the level of casualties that will occur? AndTikriti clan. “This is a rump group, and they have nothing

to lose.” this is the time when the 2004 Presidential election campaign
is beginning.”But it is the third type, “ the most worrying,” which carries

with it by far the most danger and risk, for the occupying In Dodge’s view, the controversy over growing numbers
of casualties in Iraq intersects two other factors. One, is that inforces. This is “nationalist violence.” Dodge pointed to the

case of Falluja, west of Baghdad, the scene of a number of the United States, there are indications of a popular backlash
emerging against the project of neo-conservative strategists,recent highly publicized confrontations between American

forces and Iraqi demonstrators. “What we see in Falluja, is a most clearly enunciated by Deputy Defense Secretary Paul
Wolfowitz, for what Dodge calls “permanent revolution.”nationalist campaign beginning, to get rid of the American

forces. What has to be understood about Falluja, is that it was They want to cause “ transformations” inside Middle Eastern
nations, with Iran the most likely next target, and thennever a Ba’athist stronghold. Rather, it is a stronghold of

conservative religious Sunni Islam. What is coming together throughout the developing world, to “ impose rules” favorable
to the neo-cons’ overall agenda. Dodge sees this as “highlythere, is nationalism and political Islam. This could be very

difficult for the Americans.” destabilizing,” and is convinced that “ the American popula-
tion is not up for it,” because of the vast amount of moneyHe reported that, for the British forces in the south, in and

around Basra, the situation is somewhat better. There is less and troops it would require to actually carry it out.
The other factor is the continuing controversy over al-random violence than in Baghdad, and the British military

acts in a “ less intrusive way than the Americans,” so this leged “ Iraqi weapons of weapons destruction,” with serious
charges being made, both in America and Britain, that theengenders less popular resentment. However, Dodge noted

that in the south as well, political unrest and activity is increas- Bush and Blair regimes falsified intelligence on Iraqi weapons
of mass destruction (WMDs), and thereby misled the Ameri-ing; he was speaking to EIR before the June 24 attacks on

British military teams there. can and British populations into war. Dodge thinks it wrong
to assert categorically, as some have, that there are no suchThis latter observation of Dodge had already been bol-

stered by a number of reports in the British media, beginning weapons; he believes there are almost certainly some, and
that the investigators now operating on the ground “could findmid-June, of large-scale political demonstrations, and other

manifestations of opposition, in Basra. something” and use this to rebut the charges.
However, whatever might be found, Dodge says, would

be “much, much, much less than we were led to believe.‘Summer Will Be the Most Difficult Time’
Dodge was asked, how he evaluated the American occu- . . . If [former chief United Nations weapons inspector] Scott

Ritter is right, when he said recently that Iraq has 2% of whatpation, and its ability to manage and control such a situation.
He replied: “ It is now getting hotter and hotter in Iraq. There it had in 1990, then clearly that posed no direct threat. This

keeps the question very much alive: what was this war about,is only sporadic electricity. Tempers are getting shorter. My
sense is that the Americans are massively understaffed, and and why was it fought? And the reason the issue of Iraqi

WMD is now so high-profile, here in Britain, is because therevery divided from the society. They are flushing out the Tikriti
clan, in operations against their strongholds to the north and is a lot of resentment and unease about the war, and anger that

Blair drove the country into war on the basis of allegationswest of Baghdad. They can break them, roll it up, and we see
they have captured the No. 4 on the ‘Wanted’ list. But the that were not true. This issue will not go away.”
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